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Chapeau 
(R.K Atikpo Foundation LBG is a Voluntary, Non-Profit and Non-Governmental Organization founded in 
the year 2020. The Foundation LBG is founded to undertake programmes and projects for the 
development of the poor, underprivileged and marginalized in our society, especially children and women 
in deprived, and rural communities. Our focus is towards sustainable Economic and social Empowerment 
of our project beneficiaries; and is aimed at attaining the Sustainable Development Goals.)  
 

Chapter I. Sustainable development and financing for development 

(There should be an intentional policy decision and dedicated public funds by all Governments towards the 
SDGs, and financing of same; with fiscal transparency and accountability attention. We recommend the UN 
establish a body to whip countries inline to work towards achieving sustainable development.)  

 

Chapter II. International peace and security 

(We recommend that all nations must resort to dialogue and negotiations to resolve conflict. Any nation, 
right or wrong who employ the option of force or aggression must be sanctioned, and any nation the support 
an action of violence through the supply of arms or funding must equally face sanction.)  

 

Chapter III. Science, technology and innovation and digital cooperation 

(The awareness and/or importance of science, technology and innovation and digital cooperation has been 
well trumpeted; we recommend that there should be common policy and platform for its operationalization 
and aggressive funding to achieve its benefit for the world’s economic development.)  

 

Chapter IV. Youth and future generations 

(The youth have a role in the development of the future, and they are very key stakeholders in the planning 
of the future we claim belongs to them. Nations must deploy sources for the development of the youth and 
future generations. The world must condemn and sanction governments that are depleting the natural 
resources, and mortgaging the future of the youth and generations yet unborn.)  

 

Chapter V. Transforming global governance 

 



(World governing bodies must work to bridge the development gap between nation to promote good 
governance. The World Health Organization (WHO) and other bodies must promulgate policies to uplift very 
poor and needy nations of the world. We recommend that efforts must be made to collapse needless trade 
and immigration barriers.)  


